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ABSTRACT
The 2011 ERISA Advisory Council studied the Current Challenges for ERISA
Compliance for 403(b) Plan Sponsors and heard testimony supporting the proposition
that there is a need for additional clarification and guidance for plan sponsors who
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It should be duly noted that the report does include some recommendations for best practices, but not a
broad range due to the insufficiency of testimony we received in the area of best practices and particularly
in light of the complexity highlighted in the testimony regarding the administration of, and compliance with,
the new 403(b) plan regulatory changes.
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maintain and/or offer 403(b) plans. The objectives of this report are to (1) identify areas
where guidance is confusing or lacking relating to complying with the new 403(b)
regulations and (2) to determine what actions the Department of Labor (DOL) could take
to enhance compliance with the regulations issued by DOL, as well as to ease certain
regulatory burdens for 403(b) plan sponsors, especially smaller employers.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Retirement plans established for public schools and certain tax-exempt organizations in
accordance with section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (the “Code”) are
commonly referred to as tax-sheltered annuities or 403(b) plans. Many of these plans are
structured differently from 401(k) plans and other Code Section 401(a) qualified defined
contribution plans that are covered by Title I of ERISA. As a result, the 403(b) plan
marketplace is unique, resulting in distinctive challenges for these plans in the current
regulatory environment.
Over the years, many 403(b) plans have consisted solely of participant-owned annuity
contracts and/or custodial accounts. Under these contracts and/or accounts, the plan
participants possessed many (and sometimes all) of the contractual rights associated with
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these accounts or contracts, and the plan participants interacted directly with the service
providers for the plan. This type of design resulted in a regime where the 403(b) plan
often operated more like a group of Individual Retirement Accounts (“IRAs”) rather than
a traditional employer-sponsored plan such as a 401(k) plan.
The Council received testimony that confirmed the presence of unique issues and
concerns relevant to 403(b) plans in the current regulatory environment. Testimony
indicated that at least some individuals in the benefits community believe that qualified
retirement plans under Code Sections 403(b) and 401(k) are nearly identical. While these
two types of plans have similar dollar limits and both allow pre-tax and Roth
contributions, the differences far exceed the similarities, including the key difference that
the sponsors of 403(b) plans are public educational institutions and U.S. tax-exempt
organizations. After receiving testimony, the Council believes these differences warrant
specific consideration especially in light of the new, expanded compliance requirements
for 403(b) plans and the accompanying increased responsibilities of 403(b) plan sponsors
and plan administrators. A table showing the similarities and differences between 403(b)
and 401(k) plans is documented in Section III of this report.
The Council reviewed certain current issues and challenges facing plan sponsors in
administering 403(b) plans and the report focused on the following:
A. The differences between large and small 403(b) plans, as well as other qualified
plans, with respect to the structure and operation of the plan, and the role of the
plan sponsor;
B. Confusion among employers with respect to recent guidance issued by DOL and
Treasury, and regarding the ERISA status of some 403(b) plans, including the
application of the safe harbor exclusion from Title I of ERISA;
C. ERISA compliance where individual contracts are used, as well as where a plan
uses multiple service providers, including individual contracts held by service
providers who are no longer receiving contributions (often referred to as
“deselected providers”);
D. Issues regarding the in-kind transfer of annuity contracts and certificates to
participants, including transfers upon termination of employment or upon the
termination of the plan;
E. The challenges resulting from introducing an expanded regulatory and
compliance scheme to the existing 403(b) plans and the challenges that are unique
to 403(b) plans, such as issues encountered with the comprehensive fee disclosure
guidance requirements under ERISA Sections 404(a) and 408(b)(2);
F. Generally accepted accounting and auditing requirements relevant to the
independent audits of 403(b) plan financial statements and the results of the 2009
plan filings with the related audited financial statements.
The Council received testimony from representatives of DOL, Treasury and IRS on the
state of 403(b) plan compliance with respect to recent changes in ERISA and tax code
requirements. The AICPA provided testimony regarding the independent audit
requirements and issues related to required audit procedures. Testimony regarding the
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403(b) plan marketplace, specifically in terms of how it has, and may continue to, evolve
in light of the significant regulatory changes was provided by representatives of various
trade associations that represent 403(b) plans, including the ACLI, ASPPA, ICI, and
NTSAA, as well as a survey provided by the Plan Sponsor Council of America (formerly,
the Profit Sharing Council of America).
Additionally, the Council received testimony from service providers including
representatives from Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered, PenServ, VALIC, and FMR, who
testified with respect to their efforts to assist employers and plan sponsors to comply with
the recent regulatory requirements, and provided a perspective on how the 403(b) plan
marketplace has evolved during this period of significant regulatory change. They also
addressed the likely future direction of the 403(b) plan market.
The Council sought to identify differences in “best practices” for the 403(b) plan
marketplace and those for the 401(k) plan marketplace. The Council received testimony
on these issues from many of the organizations listed above, as well as testimony from
the Heritage Foundation, on behalf of Retirement Made Simpler – a coalition formed by
AARP, FINRA and RSP. The testimony received from the witnesses was central to the
Council’s analysis and discussion of the issues addressed in the report.
The recommendations included in this report focus primarily on options the Council
believes will best assist employers, plan sponsors and service providers in completing the
transition to full compliance for 403(b) plans, including the new Form 5500 reporting
requirements and Section 404(a) and 408(b)(2) disclosure requirements. The
recommendations include specific proposals to provide (1) further guidance, information,
and tools regarding the ERISA safe harbor exclusion under Title I of ERISA; (2) a
compliance “fresh start” that would recognize the lack of any prior requirement for
403(b) plan sponsors to maintain plan-level or plan-related data on certain contracts
and/or accounts; and (3) clarification of which individual contracts, certificates, and/or
custodial accounts, are or are not, plan assets. The other proposals included in the report
focus on a significant need for DOL to review existing 403(b) reporting requirements and
their current application, as well as continued outreach to employers and plan sponsors
that is designed to help them with the 403(b) plan transition from a historically minimal
role, to fulfill the current role that involves a more integral role in plan administration,
and compliance.
II. RECOMMENDATIONS
The Council recommends that DOL should:
A. Provide further guidance regarding the safe harbor exclusion from Title I of
ERISA for certain qualifying 403(b) plans, including making available to plan
sponsors information and/or tools to assist them in determining whether a plan
qualifies for the safe harbor exclusion. The guidance should address; (1) the
limitations on employer involvement; (2) whether, and to what extent, a group
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custodial arrangement is permitted; and (3) what happens when a plan ceases to
qualify for the safe harbor exclusion.
B. Issue guidance stating that any individual contract, certificate under a group
contract, or custodial account that is transferred to a former employee ceases to be
a plan asset if the employer has no further obligations or involvement. DOL
should provide if and when this treatment would apply to similar eligible inservice transfers to a current employee.
C. Provide a “fresh start” for 403(b) plans sponsored by private tax-exempt
employers with respect to certain reporting and disclosure requirements under
ERISA.
D. Develop an alternative regulatory financial reporting approach to avoid an adverse
audit opinion or a disclaimed audit opinion in cases where the plan sponsor is
unable to conclusively identify all contracts that were issued under the plan but
held and controlled by the participant either at December 31, 2008 or, if later, the
date the plan became an ERISA plan.
E. Establish a more comprehensive educational and outreach effort for employers
and service providers designed to increase the information available to plan
sponsors, particularly small employers, regarding ERISA compliance
requirements, plan administration, and best practices for 403(b) plans.
III. BACKGROUND
A. The Evolution of 403(b) Plans
Long before ERISA was enacted in 1974, 403(b) plans were already in existence. These
plans offered a simple retirement vehicle for employees of public educational institutions
and private tax-exempt employers to save for retirement on a tax-deferred basis. At that
time, costs and responsibilities were minimal, which made this type of plan affordable for
not-for-profit organizations. Employers relied upon insurance companies, the issuers of
annuity contracts, to administer the terms of the 403(b) contracts, which included
requirements to conform to the applicable requirements of the Code.
As 403(b) plan compliance requirements have evolved, so too have the relationships
among the employer/plan sponsor, participant and service providers. However, many
403(b) plans still hold accounts and/or contracts that incorporate greater deference to
individual participant control. Current DOL guidance for ERISA plans can be more
challenging to apply to 403(b) plans because (1) some 403(b) plans have multiple
investment product providers as well as multiple administrators and (2) because some
contracts give the investment providers more control (such as control over the investment
choices).
In addition, another area of challenge will occur if an employer decided that an
investment provider would no longer be authorized to receive contributions (commonly
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referred to as a “deselected vendor”), and the participant’s account, in many cases, would
remain with the deselected vendor unless, and until, the participant chose to transfer their
account to another vendor. This practice continues to exist today in many 403(b) plans.
B. A Look at the Features of 403(b) Plans and 401(k) Plans
As more fully discussed in this report, after the enactment of ERISA in 1974, many
403(b) plans were exempt from the requirements under Title I. Even where a 403(b) plan
was subject to Title I, many employers continued to have limited involvement and relied
on the insurance companies to administer the plan, including, meeting the regulatory
compliance requirements. For many years the basic structure of these plans did not
change, i.e. the primary relationship was one between the employee and the annuity
contract issuer. The employer often had little or no involvement beyond receiving
contribution elections from the employee (including designation of the investment
provider from what was frequently a number of vendors authorized by the employer),
processing deferrals, and forwarding contributions to the contract issuer. As an example,
absent any contrary plan restrictions, employees were often free to transfer their accounts
to other vendors without the knowledge or involvement of their employer.
In addition to the enactment of ERISA, in1974 Section 403(b)(7) was added to the Code
permitting employees to invest in mutual funds held in custodial accounts. As time
progressed, and new tax legislation was enacted, 403(b) plans became more similar to
401(k) plans. However, significant differences from 401(k) plans remain both in the
operation of the plans and in the applicable regulatory requirements. Again, in July 2007,
the Treasury Department issued new regulations designed to bring 403(b) plans closer to
the regulatory framework that applies to 401(k) plans. Among other things, the new IRS
regulations, placed greater responsibility on the 403(b) plan sponsor to maintain the plan,
and required a written plan document to be in place. These new rules became effective
January 1, 2009.
Due, in part, to the 2007 changes in the IRS regulations, in November 2007 DOL issued
amended regulations eliminating an exemption from the annual Form 5500 reporting and
related audit requirements under Title I of ERISA for 403(b) plans. Consequently,
effective for the 2009 plan year, 403(b) plans became subject to these reporting and audit
requirements. However, there continues to be confusion regarding the application of the
most recent regulations and reporting requirements. The Council believes compliance by
403(b) plan sponsors would improve if DOL would reeducate these plan sponsors and
provide additional guidance on the application of the new requirements. A comparison of
these two types of plans is provided below (data elements generally reflect witness
testimony):
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403(b) and 401(k) Similarities and Differences
Feature
Employee and employer
contribution limits

403(b)

401(k)

Employee deferrals—$16,500
(2011)
Age 50 “catch-up”: Added
$5,500 (2011)*
Other contributions
(including deferrals): subject
to annual additions limit;
100% of compensation up to
$49,000
Long Service “catch-up”: 15
years of service up to an
additional $3,000*

Employee deferrals—$16,500
(2011)
Age 50 “catch-up”: Added
$5,500 (2011)*
Other contributions (including
deferrals): subject to annual
additions limit; 100% of
compensation up to $49,000

*Not considered in
determining $49,000 annual
addition limit.

No provision

*Not considered in
determining $49,000 annual
addition limit.

Eligible employers

Quite limited: Public
educational institutions;
private tax-exempt employers
qualifying under Code
Section 501(c)(3) (generally
charitable organizations).

Generally available for private
for-profit employers, private
tax-exempt employers,
grandfathered public
employers.

Permitted investments

Limited to (i) annuities and
(ii) custodial accounts
investing exclusively in
regulated investment
company stock (mutual
funds). Can be individual or
group contracts or accounts.
No trust requirement for
ERISA plans: both annuities
and custodial accounts qualify
as alternatives to a trust under
ERISA Section 403(b).

Trust requirement applies to
ERISA plans, with wider range
of permitted investments;
annuity qualifies as an
alternative to a trust, under
ERISA Section 403(b), but
custodial account does not.
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Feature

Transfers of individual
account balances to another
contract and/or account
outside of the plan

403(b)

401(k)

Many individual contracts
and custodial accounts were
created pursuant to Revenue
Ruling 90-24. Grandfathered
90-24 contracts and pre-2005
contracts are not required to
be included as plan assets for
IRS compliance purposes as
these are considered
individual “standalone”
contracts held by the
individual participant.

Ability to transfer within the
plan or outside of the plan has
been, and continues to be,
under the control of the plan.
Employer-directed transfers
more common, especially in
the case of adding or deleting
investment options offered
under the plan.

Current rules: (a) distinguish
between in-plan (“transfers”)
and out-of-plan
(“exchanges”); (b) both
transfers and exchanges are
subject to plan control and
authorization; (c) generally
restrict new standalone 403(b)
contracts to distributed
contracts. Employer-directed
transfers permitted, subject to
terms of plan and investment
arrangement, however
participant control is more
prevalent.

Number of investment
providers

More common to include
multiple investment providers
offering annuity contracts and
custodial accounts.

More common to have a single
investment arrangement under
a single trust or annuity
contract.

The ability to maintain an
ERISA safe harbor plan
(standing alone, or alongside
an ERISA 403(b) plan)

Permitted; common for
private tax-exempt
employers.

No comparable provision in
ERISA
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Feature

403(b)

Applicability of nondiscrimination rules to
employee deferrals and other
contributions

Elective deferrals: very
limited right to exclude.
“Universal availability rule”
generally requires that
deferral opportunity is
available to all who are not
otherwise excludable. Other
contributions: subject to
discrimination testing for
plans of private tax-exempt
(other than “steeple” churches
and qualifying churchcontrolled organizations).

Elective deferrals: can
exclude, subject to age and
service caps; must pass
average deferral percentage
(ADP) test (does not apply to
public employers).

Employer contributions after
termination of employment

Permitted for up to five years.

Not permitted.

Party responsible for
compliance coordination
across multiple providers,
multiple plans

Unless a third party is
engaged, coordination
generally falls to either the
employer or the investment
provider(s).

More common to engage a
third party administrator,
which also could be the
investment provider or an
affiliate of the investment
provider.

Treatment of distributed
contracts

In-kind distributions of
annuity contracts permitted
under Federal tax rules
following a distributable
event.

Same

Form 5500 Reporting

Limited reporting required
prior to 2009, with no trust
reports. Thus, no existing
documentation to serve as a
starting point for complying
with new reporting
requirements beginning in
2009.

Detailed reporting required
prior to 2009. Trust reports for
prior year serves as starting
point for subsequent year
reporting. Plans funded
exclusively with annuities
were still required to provide
detailed financial reporting
that could serve as the starting
point for the subsequent year.
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401(k)

Other contributions: generally
the same as 403(b)

Feature
Plan audits

403(b)

401(k)

Audits not required prior to
2009. Thus, no trust reports or
comparable history to
facilitate reconstruction of the
past for data needed to
establish beginning balances
for 2009. Audit challenges
include ability to identify
“unknown unknowns”;
including determining which
accounts may be missing (see
Transfers). Existing DOL
guidance does not relieve
auditors from the requirement
to verify 2009 opening
balances.

Audits required prior to 2009.
Trust reports and other asset
information from prior years
are available to establish a
current year starting balance.

IV. SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY, COUNCIL DISCUSSION AND RATIONALE
FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Safe Harbor Exclusion from Title I
Provide further guidance regarding the safe harbor exclusion from Title I of ERISA
for certain qualifying 403(b) plans, including making available to plan sponsors
information and/or tools to assist them in determining whether a plan qualifies for
the safe harbor exclusion. The guidance should address: (1) the limitations on
employer involvement; (2) whether, and to what extent, a group custodial
arrangement is permitted; (3) what happens when a plan ceases to qualify for the
safe harbor exclusion.
Section 403(b) plans of private tax-exempt employers are subject to the requirements of
Title I of ERISA unless the plan qualifies for one of the two exclusions from Title I.
Pursuant to 29 CFR Section 2510.3-2 a safe harbor exclusion from Title I has been
available since the 1970’s for 403(b) plans that consists solely of nonforfeitable voluntary
employee contributions and earnings thereon, provided that employer involvement is
sufficiently limited, and that plan participants are provided a sufficient selection of
investments and providers. 2 Testimony received by the Council identified some
important challenges faced by private tax-exempt employers who currently offer, and are
2

A second exclusion is available for church plans, as defined in Code Section 414(e) unless the plan
sponsor has elected for the plan to be an ERISA plan.
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seeking to maintain, 403(b) plans under the safe harbor exclusion and to comply with the
tax regulations that impose additional requirements on those plans. The challenges
include additional administrative burdens, costs and a lack of clarity regarding the current
application of the ERISA safe harbor.
The safe harbor creates a balance between important Title I protections for plan
participants and the reality that some not-for-profit employers cannot afford the cost of
Title I compliance. This may be due to the fact that many of these employers are small
organizations with minimal budgets but have a desire to make salary deferral retirement
savings options for their employees. As part of the balance between Title I protections
and recognition of the unique aspects of certain 403(b) plans, the burden of establishing
eligibility for the safe harbor exclusion generally rests with the sponsoring employer. If
the burden is satisfied and the safe harbor exclusion applies, the plan is not considered to
be “established or maintained by an employer” for purposes of Title I.
The application of the IRS 403(b) regulations, issued in 2007 and effective in 2009,
generally impose greater employer oversight responsibilities and compliance
requirements, and has given rise to several questions regarding the interaction of the tax
requirements and the Title I safe harbor exclusion. In addition, some additional related
questions have been highlighted. Testimony received by the Council identified key areas
where guidance from DOL could better facilitate compliance with the recent 403(b)
regulations in a manner that is consistent with the “letter and intent” of the 403(b) safe
harbor exclusion under Title I.
In Field Assistance Bulletins issued in 2007, 2009, and 2010, (“FAB”) DOL has made
efforts to clarify the interaction of the Title I safe harbor exclusion and the general
ERISA requirements pursuant to new tax regulations as follows:
1)

2)

3)

FAB 2007-02: Confirmed that a 403(b) plan complying with the 2007 tax
regulations could still qualify for the Title I safe harbor provided that the plan
was designed and administered consistent with the safe harbor. This condition
can be verified only by a review of the facts and circumstances of the specific
case.
FAB 2009-02: Focused primarily on ERISA 403(b) plans and the necessity to
include certain annuity contracts for purposes of Form 5500 reporting, and the
associated annual audit of the plan’s financial statements.
FAB 2010-01: Addressed some key safe harbor requirements, including plan
design, engagement of a third party administrator, reasonable choice of
investments and providers, deselection of providers, and employer-initiated asset
transfers.

The testimony received underscored the importance of the availability of the safe harbor
alternative for eligible employers, particularly to facilitate 403(b) plan coverage among
smaller tax-exempt employers, and generally to balance the cost, compliance
considerations, and maintaining important participant protections. The compliance
considerations were highlighted in testimony received from DOL representatives who
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noted that the safe harbor is an exception from the ERISA rules that otherwise apply to
many 403(b) plans, 401(k) plans, and other qualified retirement plans. In addition, the
importance of making the safe harbor exclusion available to many private tax-exempt
employers was highlighted in testimony from other witnesses who represented the private
sector including Ms. Cook, Ms. Chism, Mr. Skillman, and Mr. Architect. Although these
witnesses were not asking that DOL expand the safe harbor, they did encourage the
issuance of additional clarity on the scope of the safe harbor, and providing relief for
employers who took good faith actions to meet the compliance requirements of the new
regulations that apply to 403(b) plans.
The following is a summary of points highlighted by witnesses who testified regarding
issues relating to the Title I safe harbor exclusion for 403(b) plans. In some instances, the
testimony included proposed recommendations to DOL:
1) Witnesses (including Mr. Skillman, Ms. Cook, Ms. Chism, and Ms. Jonas)
addressed concerns that employers who took certain actions they believed to be
nondiscretionary, such as permitting loan repayments through payroll
deductions, and/or applying mathematical loan limitations and specific hardship
rules under the plan, whether the actions were taken by the employer or through
a third party administrator, have been later informed that such actions are
essentially deemed discretionary. Thus, an otherwise qualifying safe harbor plan
would not meet the requirements for safe harbor status.
The witnesses urged the Council to recognize a distinction between the role of
designing the plan structure (including adopting clear standards for loans and
hardships from the plan), and the role of making discretionary determinations
under the plan. This is a distinction that DOL also has made with respect to
settlor functions. The witnesses urged the Council to propose that DOL
reconsider its current interpretations of discretionary and non-discretionary
actions of a safe harbor plan and provide additional guidance that would
recognize certain activity to be consistent with the Title I safe harbor exclusion,
including the following activities:
a. Loan repayments by payroll deduction, whether imposed by the
investment provider or under the terms of the plan;
b. Application of mathematical loan limitations; and,
c. Ministerial application of hardship withdrawal rules clearly set forth in
the plan document that includes designing plan standards for such
distributions.
Discussion between the Council and witnesses highlighted the challenges
employers face when applying the Title I safe harbor rules and coordinating
compliance, for example, loan limitations and hardship withdrawals across
multiple plans maintained by the same employer, particularly where at least one
of the plans is intended to be a safe harbor plan. Ms. Cook specifically
encouraged DOL to examine the necessity of certain employer actions, in good
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faith, to handle necessary compliance activities in a manner that was consistent
with the safe harbor requirements before DOL issued guidance in FABs 2009-2
and 2010-1. Ms. Cook urged DOL, in such cases, to afford these plans the safe
harbor status, at least for a limited transition period after any guidance is issued.
The Council believes these proposed recommendations would further achieve the
goal of the Title I safe harbor, and maintain the balance between participant
protections, and the additional needs and challenges faced by the employers who
sponsor these 403(b) plans.
2) In his testimony, Mr. Architect noted the reference to an “open architecture
custodial account” in FAB 2010-01 (Q&A 16). This reference not only
addressed the potential for having a single provider in a safe harbor plan, but
implicitly suggests that a group custodial account would be permitted in such a
plan. Certain employers and service providers have presumed that group
custodial accounts are permitted under the safe harbor even prior to the issuance
of FAB 2010-01. Discussion between the Council and some of the witnesses
highlighted that although the safe harbor regulation references group annuity
contracts, the regulation is silent with respect to group custodial accounts. The
Council believes that a clarification of whether a group custodial account is
permitted in a safe harbor plan is necessary in order to provide certainty to, and
enable employers to, design plans that offer valuable employee benefits
consistent with the requirements of Title I and the 403(b) safe harbor,
respectively.
3) Discussions between witnesses (Mr. Skillman and Mr. Canary) and the Council,
following the presentation of testimony, highlighted the additional issue
regarding plans that previously qualified for the Title I safe harbor exclusion and
subsequently became subject to Title I whether intentionally or by inadvertent
error. The Council believes that in the interest of providing relief for plan
administration and promoting plan efficiency for these plans, DOL should
provide guidance stating that only the contracts and accounts included in the plan
immediately prior to the disqualifying event (i.e. the event that caused the plan to
become subject to Title I) should be considered assets of the plan that is now
subject to Title I. Accordingly, a contract or account that was properly excluded
from the plan when the plan qualified for the Title I safe harbor, such as a
contract with a provider deselected by the employer prior to 2005 (consistent
with IRS guidance), should not be considered an asset of the plan after the plan
has become subject to Title I of ERISA. The Council believes this clarification
would work to the benefit of plan sponsors, and provide for less complex and
costly administration of the plan with no resulting reduction of participants’
protections.
The Council agreed that the exclusions under FAB No. 2009-2 should not be
imposed for periods before the plan became subject to Title I of ERISA. The
Council believes that this type of retroactive application would result in
uncertain and negative incentives for employers to sponsor these plans. The
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Council also believes that DOL should clarify that these accounts never became
assets of the resulting Title I plan. In addition, the Council believes that this
clarification would generally decrease the hardship on employers who sponsor
these plans, and specifically reduce the burdens associated with auditing the
financial statements of these plans.
4) In addition, the Council recommends that DOL make available to employers
both additional information and tools to aid in determining whether a plan meets
the requirements for the safe harbor exclusion. The 2010 and 2011 403(b) Plan
Surveys provided by the Profit Sharing Council of America highlighted, in
statistics, the same point the Council heard from multiple witnesses, which was
that many employers are having difficulty determining whether their plan meets
the safe harbor requirements, or whether the plan is subject to Title I of ERISA.
The Council also considered, but is not recommending, that DOL permit the inclusion of
an automatic enrollment feature within the context of an ERISA safe harbor 403(b) plan.
The majority of Council members concluded that automatic enrollment would require
actions typically performed by a plan sponsor/fiduciary (e.g., designation of a default
investment alternative), and consequently, an automatic enrollment option in the plan
may not be viewed as voluntary even in light of the participant’s right to opt out of the
automatic contributions.
B. Status of Certain Individual Contracts, Certificates Under a Group
Contract, or Custodial Account
The Council recommends that DOL issue guidance stating that any individual
contract, certificate under a group contract, or custodial account that is transferred
to a former employee ceases to be a plan asset if the employer has no further
obligations or involvement. DOL should provide if, and when, this treatment would
apply to similar eligible in-service transfers to a current employee.
As previously discussed, ERISA covered 403(b) plans are funded through individual
annuity contracts or individual custodial accounts. The plan sponsor or plan administrator
may have very limited rights over such contracts or accounts, and in such cases the
question becomes whether the individual contracts or accounts should be considered
assets of the ERISA plan once a participant has terminated employment.
Under Revenue Ruling 90-24 (obsolete in 2007), another aspect related to these contracts
and/or accounts was the ability of a participant to select an alternative vendor not
authorized to receive employer contributions. Additionally, if the plan sponsor chose to
discontinue contributions to a vendor (deselected vendor), the participant had the right to
continue to hold these orphaned contracts and/or accounts. Generally and prior to
regulations effective in 2009, these contracts and/or accounts were not required to be
included as plan assets for IRS compliance purposes. (See Appendix A)
DOL’s regulations specifically provide that an individual is not a participant, and thus an
individual's account is not a plan asset, where:
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1)

2)

An individual annuity contract or a certificate under a group annuity contract has
been issued to an individual who is not a participant covered under an employee
pension benefit plan, and
The entire benefit rights of the individual are fully guaranteed by an insurance
company and are legally enforceable solely between the individual and the
insurance company. 3

The Council's recommendation concerning the status of these specific individual
contracts and certificates that have been issued to former employees is consistent with
this regulation, although DOL has not issued interpretive guidance with respect to this
regulation. More specifically, for a former employee whose account is represented by
such a contract or certificate, whether previously or newly transferred, and where the
employee is not entitled to any further contributions under the plan, such employee would
look to the contract for a guarantee of benefit rights to be provided and to the insurance
company for enforcement of the contract. This would be true with respect to either a
fixed or a variable annuity. The additional portion of the Council's recommendations
regarding the status for in-service transfers of a contract or certificate to a participant, and
with respect to the transfer of individual custodial accounts, also is consistent with the
objective of the regulation, but the Council acknowledges that it may extend beyond the
legal scope. 4 Thus, it becomes critical that such relief be provided by DOL issued
guidance.
DOL has clarified that this provision would apply only if the employee is not accruing
any additional benefits. As a result, participant status would continue to apply (or restart)
with respect to individual contracts, certificates and custodial accounts that were
delivered following separation from service if and when, an individual is rehired, and
contributions recommence to the previously distributed contract, certificate or account.
Similarly, with respect to plan asset determinations, the delivered individual contracts,
certificates and custodial accounts would become plan assets if, and when, the individual

3

DOL Regulation Section 2510.3-3(d)(2)(ii) states:
“(ii) An individual is not a participant covered under an employee pension plan or a
beneficiary receiving benefits under an employee pension plan if (A) The entire benefit rights of the individual –
(1) are fully guaranteed by an insurance company, insurance service or
insurance organization licensed to do business in a State are legally enforceable
by the sole choice of the individual against the insurance company, insurance
service or insurance organization; and
(2) A contract, policy or certificate describing the benefits to which the
individual is entitled under the plan has been issued to the individual, or
(B) The individual has received from the plan a lump sum distribution or a series of
distributions of cash or other property which represents the balance of his or her credit under
the plan.”

4

The Council's recommendation refers to the current or prior delivery as a "transfer" to distinguish it from
a distribution of cash from a participant’s account. Such a transfer may however be considered a
distribution (in-kind) of the account for purposes of the Code, such as in the event of a plan termination.
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becomes eligible to contribute and begins contributing to that contract, certificate or
custodial account again.
The Council believes that in such a case plan asset status should be based on who
controls the contract and/or account, and that any contracts and/or accounts where the
essential elements of individual ownership remain in effect because the individual has
fully vested rights and the plan sponsor does not have material retained rights with
respect to that individual contract or custodial account.
As a result, the Council recommends that DOL provide guidance that would exclude
from the definition of plan assets individual annuity contracts, certificates and custodial
accounts that were:
1) Delivered to former employees following separation from service, where the plan
sponsor has not retained any material rights.
2) Delivered to current employees as a result of in-service distribution provisions
(such as after reaching age 59 ½), where the plan sponsor has not retained any
material rights.
The Council found additional support for this recommendation in testimony provided by
Ms. Elena Chism, of ICI and Ms. Weiyen Jonas, FMR that described the variety of
contractual relationships found among many 403(b) plans (a version of the chart they
provided with their testimony is attached in Appendix A). Ms. Chism and Ms. Jonas
specifically highlighted the issues related to individual contracts and accounts similar to
those described above. They requested relief that would provide for ease of plan
administration if such individual contracts and accounts were removed from the
definition of plan assets. They specifically cited the challenges involved where such
individual contracts and accounts are held to be “designated investment alternatives,”
which would trigger certain investment-related disclosures under ERISA Sections 404(a)
and 408(b)(2). The witnesses testified that from the participant’s perspective, applying
Section 404(a) disclosure requirements of quarterly and annual communications is
particularly unnecessary given the direct participant-to-service-provider relationship
inherent in the individual contract or custodial account.
The Council’s recommendation concerning the status of these specific individual
contracts and certificates for former employees is consistent with the terms of the
regulation set forth in footnote 3, although DOL has not issued interpretive guidance with
respect to this specific regulation. Similar to the IRS rules, such DOL guidance would
extend to contracts and certificates already held by a participant, at such time as the
participant was no longer employed by the plan sponsor. The Council’s additional
recommendations with respect to in-service distributions of such contracts and
certificates, and with respect to distributions of individual custodial accounts, are
consistent with the objective of the regulation but the Council is aware it extends beyond
the legal scope of the current regulation. 5 The Council’s recommendation is limited to
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individual contracts, certificates, and accounts and is intended to offer guidance, similar
to existing tax code guidance which treats custodial accounts on the same basis as annuity
contracts for many purposes under the 403(b) regulations. Under the recommended
guidance, transactions with respect to such distributed contracts, certificates and accounts
would be solely the responsibility of the participant and the investment provider.
C. Fresh Start for Certain 403(b) Plans
Provide a “fresh start” for 403(b) plans sponsored by private tax-exempt employers
with respect to certain reporting and disclosure requirements under ERISA.
As illustrated in the table included in section III of the report, there are substantial
differences between 403(b) and 401(k) plans, including, the fact that the Code does not
require 403(b) plan assets to be held in a trust. Furthermore, as noted by several witnesses,
including Mr. Szostek, Ms. Cook, and Mr. Architect, prior to the final regulations
becoming effective in 2009, there was no requirement for Section 403(b) plan sponsors to
maintain plan-level or plan-related data. Section 403(b) plans often allowed for
individual annuity contracts with individual rights, where, pursuant to Revenue Ruling
90-24 participants could effectuate a transfer of their account without plan sponsor
involvement. Plan sponsors were not required to maintain data and the regulatory
structure allowed for, and some might argue even promoted, limited plan sponsor
involvement. The normal historical business practice consisted of an open architecture
structure whereby the plan sponsors would send salary deferrals to an investment
provider chosen and designated by the participant.
As Mr. Architect discussed, while there may be some similarities between 403(b) and
401(k) plans, there are also distinct differences. He noted that the unique status of private
403(b) plans derives from the fact that only not-for-profit organizations utilize such plans.
Most of these 403(b) plan sponsors lack the resources to engage legal, accounting and
recordkeeping professionals to help them with any applicable ERISA requirements. The
same concerns were raised by witnesses with regard to the importance of the safe harbor,
particularly as smaller not-for-profit organizations that maintain ERISA 403(b) plans
frequently rely more heavily upon their own staff and their investment providers for
assistance in complying with reporting, disclosure and audit requirements. The most
recent regulations do not include accommodations designed to recognize the key unique
characteristics of these 403(b) plans.
As Ms. Cook noted, it may be impossible for certain plan sponsors to comply with any
ERISA requirement that compels 403(b) plan sponsors to have data on all plan
participants, annuity contracts, and custodial accounts for periods prior to January 1,
5

At present, Treasury regulations only recognize distributions of individual contracts and certificates, and
not custodial accounts. However, as noted in testimony, the IRS has received a request to recognize
distributions of individual custodial accounts in the same way as distributions of individual annuity
contracts and certificates. The Council is not recommending that the DOL condition its treatment of such
custodial accounts upon the IRS extending similar treatment. In addition, ERISA Section 403(b) does put
annuities and custodial accounts on the same footing with respect to the trust requirement.
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2009. For many of these plans, while they have data on participant accounts with current
providers, there will be some account data for accounts with former providers, or with
providers that have received Revenue Ruling 90-24 transfers that the plan sponsor will
never be able to obtain or compile. These employers cannot manufacture data they do not
possess and have not collected. Even for accounts known to the plan sponsors, the
maintenance of centralized plan-level records has not been required, and many of the
plans do not have such records. Ms. Cook noted that because these plan sponsors do not
have a centralized source of historically reliable data, anything that requires plan
sponsors to go back to a centralized source of historically reliable data prior to January 1,
2009, can be very difficult, if not impossible, to satisfy.
Several witnesses acknowledged that DOL provided helpful guidance in FABs 2009-2
and FAB 2010-1 with respect to the unique reporting and disclosure challenges faced by
403(b) plans. Mr. Szostek explained how the guidance removed, for Form 5500
reporting but not financial statement reporting purposes, a key group of contracts that
predate the effective date of the final 403(b) Treasury regulation. This guidance applies
to contracts for which the employer has no active involvement, obligation, authority, or
control. As an aside, Mr. Szostek argued, and the Council agreed, that to further simplify
the plan’s on-going compliance and reporting, DOL should consider extending this
treatment to contracts held by former employees (see recommendation B). Also, he
acknowledged that there should be “reasonable paths to compliance” for struggling
403(b) plan sponsors with respect to meeting the reporting, audit and disclosure
requirements.
The historical lack of centralized data creates unique challenges for 403(b) plan sponsors.
Many witnesses urged the Council to recommend that DOL establish a “go-forward” date,
for all reporting and disclosure requirements (i.e., Form 5500, Sections 404(a) and
408(b)(2)) where a 403(b) plan that is sponsored by a private employer would be
responsible for having the data to show account balances of active participants. Such a
“go-forward” rather than a “look-back” date would alleviate the concern that ERISA
compliance requirements surprised 403(b) plan sponsors who were not historically
subject to the ERISA reporting rules, and cannot, and should not, have to try to collect
data they were historically not required to maintain. If for example, DOL were to indicate
that, beginning on January 1, 2012, all 403(b) plan sponsors subject to ERISA will be
required to comply with all reporting and disclosure requirements for all active
participants and other eligible employees, then the plan sponsors could work with their
vendors to ensure that they build systems to maintain the required data. But the
retroactive application of data collection and reporting requirements for these earlier
periods creates burdens on the plan sponsors that are likely to far exceed any
improvement in participant protections, plan administration and compliance or incentives
for these employers to maintain the plan.
DOL, understandably, has legitimate concerns in resetting the ERISA fiduciary clock for
any plan sponsor. ERISA’s fiduciary duties are of the highest standards in the land and
afford participants considerably key rights and protections. Furthermore, DOL has
indicated that they were pleased with the results of the 2009 Form 5500 filings with
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respect to the audit reports, and DOL stated that they are not convinced there is an
existing problem that needs to be solved. In fact, Mr. Ian Dingwall, Chief Accountant of
EBSA, reported that his office has not identified many filings which reported issues
and/or concerns with identifying opening balances on the audits that were a result of the
lack of historical data. In addition, both Mr. Dingwall and Mr. Joe Canary, Director of
the Office or Regulations (EBSA), highlighted the fact that 403(b) plan sponsors should
not have been surprised about reporting requirements because DOL engaged in concerted
educational outreach, starting in 2007, and delayed the effective date of the applicable
regulations until 2009.
In addition to DOLs valid concerns, there is, or was, a perception by regulators and
industry professionals that the 403(b) plan market represents a sort of unorganized and
noncompliant landscape. There were several witnesses, including Mr. Skillman, who
disagreed with this assumption based on his over 35 years of 403(b) plan experience.
Similarly, Mr. Architect, Vice President of compliance and market strategy for VALIC,
and formerly of the IRS, indicated that the final 403(b) regulations addressed most
material concerns. In fact, Mr. Architect testified that the compliance concerns being
discussed at the hearing are more issues for small employer plans rather than an issue
specific to 403(b) plans, and further added that, in his experience, he hadn’t seen the
problems being more pronounced with 403(b) plans than 401(a) plans.
In any event, most witnesses posited that most private 403(b) plan sponsors have neither
the monetary nor the personnel resources, or the fiduciary know-how to become well
versed in the ERISA roles and responsibilities as they apply to the plan. Thus, the
witnesses testified that they saw no harm, and indeed great good, in providing less
stringent rules or transitional relief for 403(b) plans with respect to certain reporting and
disclosure requirements. In fact, the Council agreed with Ms. Cook, who noted that
because a majority of 403(b) accounts are funded via individual annuity contracts, with
individual rather than plan-level rights, as well as individual versus plan-level statements
(i.e., participants receive individual certificates or contracts as the legal owner of the
contract), transition relief on the plan-level reporting requirement does not create a
significant disadvantage to participants who hold the certificates or individual annuity
contracts.
The Council believes that 403(b) plan fiduciaries and participants would greatly benefit if
DOL provided an appropriately selected future date to establish beginning balances for
plan purposes with respect to those 403(b) plans that are already subject to ERISA, or
alternatively, the first day of the plan year in which the plan becomes subject to Title I.
In addition, the Council believes that DOL should implement this recommendation
because of the stated interest in helping this group of employers through educational
outreach, and because the plan-level reporting and disclosure requirements do not provide
an enhanced benefit to participants who hold the certificates and individual annuity
contracts. As a result, the Council recommends that DOL provide this go-forward “fresh
start” transition relief to assist these not-for-profit sponsors of 403(b) plans to bring their
plans into compliance.
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D. Alternative Regulatory Financial Reporting Approach
The Council recommends that DOL develop an alternative regulatory financial
reporting approach to avoid an adverse audit opinion or a disclaimed audit opinion
in cases where the plan sponsor is unable to conclusively identify all contracts that
were issued under the plan but held and controlled by the participant either at
December 31, 2008 or, if later, the date the plan became an ERISA plan.
As previously mentioned, the tax regulations issued in July 2007 significantly updated
and changed the tax compliance environment for 403(b) plans. In November 2007, DOL
issued amended regulations eliminating an exception from annual Form 5500 reporting
and audit requirements under Title I of ERISA that were previously granted to 403(b)
plans. After this action was taken, ERISA 403(b) plans became subject to the same Form
5500 reporting and audit requirements that applied to 401(k) plans. This requirement
became effective for the 2009 plan year Form 5500 filings and subsequent years with
respect to 403(b) plans.
Under the current regulations, 403(b) plans with 100 or more eligible participants at the
beginning of the plan year are required to have the plan’s financial statements audited and
attached to the Form 5500. Under the regulations, audited financial statements must
include the current year’s statement of net assets and a comparative statement of net
assets for the previous year. This requirement, along with the initial plan year audit
procedures, presents a problem for certain 403(b) plan sponsors due to the fact that many
such plan sponsors did not maintain, nor were required to maintain, the appropriate
participant and investment records (see recommendation C). Many plans have inadequate
records for financial statement reporting purposes due to the inability of the plan sponsors
to determine what contracts were in existence prior to December 31, 2008.
The Council believes that it would be appropriate for DOL to develop an alternative
regulatory financial reporting approach that would be adopted by 403(b) plans that have
been unable to prepare complete financial statements in accordance with Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
(GAAS). This alternative reporting approach would be available to the plan sponsors
who have been unable to obtain a complete population of contracts and transactions due
to reliance on IRS Revenue Ruling 90-24 that previously allowed 403(b) participants to
initiate a transfer of their 403(b) contracts and accounts from a vendor that was offered
under their employer-sponsored plan to a vendor outside of the plan. In addition, if a
plan sponsor decided that an investment provider was no longer authorized to receive
contributions (“deselected vendor”), in many cases, the participant’s account would
remain with the deselected vendor unless, and until, the participant chose to transfer the
contract or account to another vendor. Under both of these circumstances an inability for
the plan sponsor to maintain sufficiently accurate participant and plan records was
created. Additionally, the employers could rely on FAB No. 2009-02, which provided
for some transitional reporting relief for certain pre-January 2009 inactive contracts.
FAB 2009-02 allowed the contracts discussed in this section to be excluded from plan
assets for purposes of Form 5500 reporting, but issues remained even in light of the
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FAB’s transitional relief regarding the ability to exclude the contracts for purposes of the
financial statement requirements. Under GAAP, the audit is of the plan’s financial
statements includes all plan assets regardless of the assets that are reported on the Form
5500. The exclusion of these plan assets on the Form 5500, whether know or unknown,
caused issues with the audit and reporting standards for opening balances and the
completeness of the participant population, as well as completeness of the assets held by
the plan as of January 1, 2009.
The Council received testimony from Mr. Canary and Mr. Dingwall, who testified
regarding the issues arising from, and results of, the 2009 Form 5500 filings for 403(b)
plans. Mr. Dingwall indicated that DOL received approximately 21,300 403(b) plan
filings of which approximately 5,800 attached audit reports. Of those filings with audit
reports, Mr. Dingwall noted that “approximately 81% of the filings made no reference to
opening balance problems,” thus leaving approximately 19% with either an opening
balance problem or some other issue. Additionally, Mr. Dingwall noted that
approximately 850 plans filed without an accountants report which appeared to be
required as part of the filing. The Council was made aware that beginning in 2009, all
Form 5500 filings are now electronically available on the EBSA website. Anyone can
search the website for a specific filing for a 403(b) plan and can review the attached
financial statements and auditor’s report.
Additional information provided by the Plan Sponsor Council of America’s 2011 403(b)
Plan Survey showed that of the 712 plans surveyed, 51.2% had an independent plan audit.
It should be noted that of the 712 plans surveyed, 288 plans had less than 50 active
participants, yet 20.5% of the plans in this category had an audit. This would lead the
Council to believe that either the plan sponsor did not understand the audit requirement,
or that the plan had significant non-participation, inactive participants, or unknown
terminated plan participants. The Council learned that the average cost for an audit in
this category averaged from $5,000 to $15,000, with 2.9% costing more than $30,000— a
very expensive undertaking for a small, not-for-profit organization.
Other testimony from Mr. Bob Lavenberg, representing the AICPA, indicated that the
“plan-asset-exclusion” was not well understood, confusing, and caused many plan
sponsors to incur additional audit fees or internal costs in their effort to deal with the
missing or excluded contracts, and lack of having sufficient accounting records.
Additionally, Mr. Lavenberg stated that many not-for-profit organizations felt that a
disclaimer of opinion, due to the lack of sufficient accounting records, could alarm
participants about the management of the plan and also could adversely impact the
organization’s ability to raise funds and/or obtain grants. This issue is not unique to
small employers as many large 403(b) plans either received adverse opinions, or the
auditor disclaimed an opinion on the financial statements of the plan. These types of
opinions could negatively affect the plan sponsor’s organization as well.
In discussing his testimony with the Council, Mr. Lavenberg indicated that removing
these old contracts from the plan would help the plan sponsor both from a recordkeeping
and an audit perspective. He stated that the AICPA has had discussions with DOL, and
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others, regarding the possibility of developing alternative reporting methods that would
not only be more practicable for a segment of 403(b) plans, but also would allow for a
more meaningful audit opinion to be issued for the plan. The Council believes that one
such alternate approach would be to have the auditor opine on the financial information
contained on Schedule H of the Form 5500 rather than on the information that should be
contained in the plan’s financial statements.
In their testimony, both Ms. Diehl, President of PenServ Plan Services, Inc., and Mr.
Lavenberg pointed out that without some relief in this area there will continue to be
confusion regarding the definition of a plan asset for reporting purposes. They further
stated that in their efforts to minimize the potential for a compliance violation, the
employers are more likely to terminate or freeze the plan, thereby leaving more
employees without the benefit of some type of retirement savings. Ms. Diehl and Mr.
Lavenberg pointed out that complying with the audit requirements will continue to be a
challenge, and will add unnecessary expense and complexity, if DOL does not clarify the
treatment of these old contracts. More specifically, they said DOL should clarify whether
these contracts are, or are not, plan assets and whether the participants are, or are not,
considered participants of the plan. They pointed out that the almost meaningless audit
reports (disclaimed opinions for inadequate records) that are being issued currently will
continue well into the future unless the current reporting model is modified to address
these issues, as the earlier inaccurate information will continue to form the foundation of
the reporting process. Ms. Diehl specifically proposed that a committee of industry
experts be set up to review and modify the existing audit guidelines for 403(b) plans,
taking into consideration the differences between group and individual contracts, and
how these plans differ from 401(k) plans.
The Council believes that, at a minimum, DOL should reinforce its position regarding
non-enforcement when an adverse opinion or a disclaimer is issued, and should
acknowledge that DOL is fully aware that without any change these types of reports will
continue to be issued well into the future.
The Council believes that in order for plan sponsors to move forward with respect to the
administration and compliance of the plans discussed herein, that it is critical for DOL to
clarify when a contract should be excluded, when the contract should not be excluded,
and in such a case what can be done to remedy the situation. In addition, the Council
recommends that DOL create an alternative regulatory financial reporting approach for
403(b) plans that have been unable to prepare complete financial statements in
accordance with GAAP and GAAS due to unobtainable information.
E. Comprehensive Educational and Outreach Efforts
The Council recommends that DOL establish a more comprehensive education and
outreach effort for employers and service providers designed to increase the
information available to plan sponsors, particularly small employers, regarding
ERISA compliance requirements, plan administration, and best practices for 403(b)
plans.
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The change in reporting requirements for 403(b) plans that became effective for plan
years beginning on or after January 1, 2009, resulted in a wide range of questions and
concerns for plan sponsors, employers and service providers. As previously discussed,
DOL provided guidance in three FABs that addressed a variety of issues related to both
the new reporting requirements, and the application of Title I to 403(b) plans. However,
even in light of this guidance, the Council heard through testimony provided by several
witnesses that questions continue with respect to these plans.
In her testimony, Ms. Cook stated that her company continues to receive requests from
employers seeking their assistance with the filing of Form 5500s, and bringing the plans
into compliance. The Council had reason to believe this to be true, as both Mr. Skillman
and Ms. Diehl testified that smaller employers were less familiar with the reporting and
other ERISA compliance requirements, and therefore, were less likely to be able to bring
their plans into compliance. Additionally, Ms. Diehl noted that checklists and model
documents are needed, particularly for smaller non-for-profit organizations, and that
more Q’s and A’s should also be provided on the EBSA website.
The 2010 and 2011 403(b) Plan Surveys from the Plan Sponsor Council of America
showed that some plan sponsors, particularly small employers, may not be sufficiently
knowledgeable of the structure of their plans or the applicable regulatory requirements.
In the 2011 Survey, almost 20 percent of the respondents with plans covering fewer than
50 active participants did not know whether their plan was covered by ERISA.
Conversely, only four percent of the respondents with plans covering between 50 and 199
active participants did not know the ERISA status of their plans. Further, more than half
(57%) of respondents with plans covering fewer than 50 active participants did not know
what type of agreement 6 was the funding vehicle for the plan. Both surveys showed that
about one in four respondents with plans covering fewer than 50 active participants used
their own internal staff as the recordkeeper for the plan.
In light of the on-going issues, lack of clarity, and sometimes confusion regarding the
reporting and disclosure requirements and the scope of the Title I safe harbor exclusion,
the Council believes that DOL should provide, on the EBSA website, additional
educational information specific to 403(b) plans, their sponsors, and service providers.
The Council believes that doing so will help assure that plan participant interests are
protected, and it will help plan sponsors to better communicate with their plan
participants. Some materials suggested by the Council could include FAQs or checklists,
and tools designed to assist plan sponsors in determining whether a plan qualifies for the
Title I safe harbor exclusion. One possible tool the Council believes could be helpful is a
questionnaire designed to help identify key decision points that are crucial in assisting
employers, and their counsel, in making the necessary determinations relevant to
qualification under the Title I safe harbor exclusion, or the application of Title I to the
plan. Also, the Council believes it would be helpful to have educational materials that
focus on the smaller tax-exempt employers because, as the Council heard in testimony,
6

The four choices for “type of plan agreement” were group custodial agreement Non-Annuity, Individual
Custodial Agreement Non-Annuity, Group Annuity Custodial Agreement and Individual Annuity Custodial
Agreement.
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many of these plan sponsors are unable to readily obtain information on the regulatory
changes and the impact on these changes on their plans.
As indicated in a letter to the Council, from the Prince Group, in order for plan sponsors
to satisfy their fiduciary responsibilities, best practices need to be adopted by 403(b) plan
sponsors. A proper governance structure necessitates the need for further education
regarding plan administration, investment policies, required skill sets, and prudent
decision making.
The Council recommends that DOL consider different ways to reach out to the 403(b)
plan sponsor community in order to provide the educational information. Possible
avenues to explore could include:
1) Regional forums for plan sponsors to discuss unique aspects of 403(b) plans,
including employee communications, administrative practices, auto-enrollment,
and compliance matters. These forums could be held with the support and
participation of other professional associations for non-profit organizations. 7
2) Outreach to service providers who work with 403(b) plan sponsors such as
recordkeepers, investment product vendors, and investment advisors.
V. CONCLUSION
After receiving testimony and extensive deliberations, the Council concluded that core
issues for the administration and on-going compliance of certain 403(b) plans continue to
exist. In light of the recently effective regulatory changes for these plans, the plan
sponsors continue to struggle with the desire to provide tax-favorable retirement saving
options to their employees versus the overwhelming cost, time commitment, and complex
regulatory environment for the plans. In many cases, the plan sponsors want to continue
to offer this benefit to their employees but need help in doing so. It is in this light that the
Council provided the recommendations contained in this report. The Council
understands the need for DOL to review and assess the recommendations to determine
what, if any, can be implemented without further action by the Council, whether DOL
has sufficient information to proceed, and whether additional involvement of the Council
would be necessary.

7

The following are some examples of these organizations (some of which also include regional
organizations): National Business Officer Association (NBOA), for private K-12; College and University
Professional Association for Human Resources (CUPA-HR), National Association of College and
University Business Officers (NACUBO), National Association of College and University Attorneys
(NACUA) for higher education; and American Society for Healthcare Human Resources
Administration (ASHHRA) for healthcare.
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VI. APPENDICES
Appendix A:
403(b) Contract Type Overview
•
•
•

For illustrative purposes only.
This does not constitute legal advice of any kind.
Subject to additional IRS and DOL guidance.

1/1/2005

1/1/2009
Good faith orphan contracts
(frozen provider contracts)

Pre-’05 contracts

9/24/2007

Grandfathered 90-24 contracts

Contracts issued by
current providers
90-24 or 403(b) plan contracts held by
former employees and beneficiaries (orphan contracts)

Contracts issued by current providers

Grandfathered 90-24 and
pre-2005 contracts:
• Not required to be
included in plan for
IRS compliance
purposes
• Not subject to
information sharing
requirements prior to
distributions or loans
(issuers can generally
rely on participant selfcertification)
(Treas. Reg. Sec.
1.403(b)-11(g) for 90-24
contracts and implied in
Rev. Proc. 2007-71, Sec.
8.01 for discontinued pre2005 contracts)

Orphan contracts:
• Not required to be
included in plan for
IRS purposes
• Can rely on
participant selfcertification
regarding
terminated status
as of 1/1/2009
unless
unreasonable
• “Reasonable, good
faith efforts”
required to contact
existing employer
prior to making any
loan
(Rev. Proc. 2007-71,
Sec. 8.02)

Frozen provider
contracts:
• Employer must
make reasonable,
good faith efforts to
include in plan for
IRS compliance
purposes and share
information with
issuer regarding
employer contact
• Or, issuer must
make reasonable,
good faith efforts to
contact employer
prior to making any
distribution or loan
(Rev. Proc. 2007-71,
Sec. 8.01)

ERISA-covered grandfathered 90-24, pre-2005, frozen provider and orphan
contracts: ERISA Form 5500 reporting and audit relief is generally available unless
contributions and loan repayments are made to the contract after 2008, employer
involvement is required to enforce contract rights or the contract is not fully vested.
(FABs 2009-02 and 2010-01)
Copyright © 2011 FMR LLC. All rights reserved.
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Current provider contracts:
•

•

Considered part of plan
for IRS compliance
purposes
Need full information
sharing between
employer and issuer

(Code Sec. 403(b))

ERISA-covered current
provider contracts:
•

ERISA Form 5500
reporting and audit relief
is generally not available

(FABs 2009-02 and 2010-01)

Appendix B—Witness Summaries
Council members prepared the following summaries of witness testimony. A copy
of all written witness statements that were submitted can be found at
www.dol.gov/ebsa/aboutebsa/erisa_advisory_council.html.
Bob Architect, Vice President of Compliance and Marketing Strategy
The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company (VALIC)

Mr. Architect, a former IRS regulator who specialized in working with 403(b) plans from
1975 through 2009, described the history and background of 403(b) plans from their
creation in 1958. Early on, he said the 403(b) landscape was somewhat like the “Wild
West” with little statutory structure. At this time, 403(b)s were essentially thought of as
individual accounts that consisted of a direct contract between an employee and annuity
provider. Practices could vary tremendously, for example, there were no rules for when
distributions were required to begin and there were contracts where annuitization began
at age 90. Over time, this landscape evolved as a result of changes in 403(b) regulation.
Most significantly, 403(b) plans are now regarded as employer plans.
Mr. Architect emphasized that while 403(b) plans have come to resemble 401(k) plans in
many ways, an important distinction is the underlying 403(b) community: the not-forprofit world is extraordinarily compliant, has limited resources, and is a community that
does good. Mr. Architect stated that in drafting the most recent regulations, the IRS tried
to take these distinctions into consideration.
In response to questions, Mr. Architect explained that having many providers was very
common in the earlier years because plans were considered to be the plan of the
individual, and employers were often responsive to employees’ requests to add additional
providers. Under today’s increased regulatory framework, and with “open architecture”
in the market place whereby one provider can offer multiple options, the number of
different providers used by each employer is falling.
In terms of areas that can still be addressed, Mr. Architect mentioned that there should be
clarification of what happens to the contracts serviced by deselected providers – how
long are these contracts part of the plan? Finally, Mr. Architect stressed that, in light of
the unique challenges posed by recent expansions of DOL rules as applied to 403(b)
plans, it is important to know what abuses or failures these new requirements are
intended to prevent.
William Bortz, Associate Benefits Council, Department of the Treasury and
Sherri Edelman, Senior Tax Law Specialist, IRS Davison of Employee Benefit Plans
Mr. Bortz noted that there are many similarities under US tax rules between 403(b) and
401(a) qualified plans but only three major differences: (1) 403(b) plans are limited to
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certain types of employers and employees and have specific funding arrangements, (2)
403(b) plans are subject to a universal availability requirement for elective deferrals
rather than the average benefit test used for 401(k) plan elective deferrals, and (3) there
are different consequences for compliance failures for 403(b) plans. He discussed a
number of key developments in the 403(b) tax rules, including Revenue Ruling 90-24
(which previously allowed for transfers to a secondary vendor, frequently without
employer involvement), Revenue Ruling 2007-71 (transitional relief required on account
of increased employer involvement), and Revenue Ruling 2011-11 (addressing
termination issues for 403(b) plans). On request from the Council, he discussed the
definition of the term “participant” under the Internal Revenue Code and noted that
definitions of “employee,” “participant” and “beneficiary” vary under the tax law
depending on the situation in which the term is used.
Also, on request from the Council, Mr. Bortz addressed the definition of “plan”, and
clarified that the 403(b) tax rules do not prohibit a plan sponsor from dividing up benefits
into multiple plans (e.g., putting the match in a different plan from the plan that holds the
elective deferrals) but that there is no tax advantage to doing so as 403(b) requires an
aggregation of multiple 403(b) arrangements for purposes of applying many compliance
limitations and requirements. On further discussion, Mr. Bortz explained that a key
purpose of the 2007 tax regulations was to clarify when a plan had been established so
that employees understood their rights under the plan, including participation rights under
the broad eligibility rule that is unique to 403(b) plans, the universal availability
requirement.
Mr. Bortz and Ms. Edelman discussed 403(b) plan terminations and clarified that a plan
is terminated when the plan sponsor adopts a resolution to terminate the plan, fully vests
the participants, and notifies the participants of the plan termination. Because 403(b)
plan participants with individual insurance contracts and certificates under group
contracts are already in possession of the contract, in the case of a terminating plan no
further actions are required in order to distribute the contracts and certificates. The rules
involving insurance contracts are based on tax rules governing such distributions and
apply in a similar fashion to 401(a) plans that have insurance contracts.
In response to a question about automatic enrollment for 403(b) plans, Mr. Bortz stated
that automatic enrollment does not aid 403(b) plans in tax discrimination testing because
the 403(b) plans use a universal availability test rather than an average benefit test. Also,
he was supportive of automatic enrollment.
Mr. Bortz was asked about loans from 403(b) plans and whether there are two different
types of loans with one coming from plan assets and the other type of loan coming from
the insurance company and is secured by plan assets. He answered that there may be a
difference in how the loan is structured, which is due to differences under state insurance
law, but that there is no substantive or tax difference, and both types have been
recognized as plan loans since the tax rules for plan loans were created.
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In response to a question about whether smaller plans have increased difficulties or
unique issues in complying with the 403(b) tax rules, Ms. Edelman responded that she
had not seen that recently, especially since plan documents were implemented, and that
both groups (large and small plan sponsors) tend to ask questions about the same issues
(e.g., universal availability, plan termination).
Mr. Bortz was asked whether a plan sponsor, in adopting a plan document, could choose
to exclude certain contracts (e.g., 90-24 transfers). He responded that the plan sponsor
could for tax purposes, but that ERISA raises other considerations and requirements.
John J. (Joe) Canary, Director of the Office of Regulations and Interpretations, EBSA and
Ian Dingwall, Chief Accountant, EBSA
Mr. Canary indicated that many 403(b) plans are subject to all of the relevant
requirements under Title I, while some are excluded as safe harbor plans, which are
voluntarily funded solely with employee contributions and include limited involvement
by the employers to facilitate the plan. Under the ERISA 403(b) safe harbor, the plan is
not considered to be established and maintained by the employer for purposes of Title I.
Mr. Canary noted that EBSA previously provided relief in terms of an exemption from
reporting requirements for 403(b) plans (limiting reporting to filing a registration
statement, not a full report with auditor’s reports and financial statements). He noted that
this relief ended with the 2009 reports requirement.
The initial proposal to remove that relief was made in 2005 and finalized in 2007
followed by two years of transition and guidance (including Field Assistance Bulletins
2009-02 and 2010-01) prior to the 2009 filing requirement that placed 403(b) plans on the
same reporting framework as 401(k) plans. One of the other factors that contributed to
removing the filing relief was the contemporaneous IRS 403(b) regulations. With the
implementation of the regulations, additional guidance was issued on how 403(b) plans
could comply with the code requirements and remain safe harbor plans.
Mr. Canary stated that all of EBSA’s compliance issues tend to be facts and
circumstances determinations. He indicated that there have been inquiries where there
are two structures maintained by separate providers where one is deferral only and the
other is limited to the employer match. He stated that DOL has provided guidance that
provides that because the match was conditioned on the voluntary contribution, the
voluntary contribution did not fall within the safe harbor exclusion, and consequently
would cause the plan to be subject to Title I. He noted this would be the same result if
the two components were included in the same plan or in separate plans. He further
noted that discussions are on-going regarding plans staying in the safe harbor exclusion
or recapturing safe harbor status where the plan sponsor took actions ostensibly to meet
new IRS code requirements only to inadvertently fall outside of the safe harbor
requirements.
Mr. Dingwall noted that 2009 was the initial year for 403(b) plans to file 5500s following
an extensive education process. Because the filing requirement was new, EBSA offered
some relief that it believed made it easier to comply. In terms of numbers, Mr. Dingwall
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stated that there were approximately 21,300 403(b) filings, where 13,000 or so were of
the short form variety. Financial information on Schedule H was submitted by 8,300
filers while 6,000 filed Schedule I and approximately 600 were non-compliant in that
they failed to provide any financial information. Approximately 950 filings did not
attach Schedule H or Schedule I, and, as of the day prior to testimony, 300 had been
corrected while approximately 600 remained that have not provided financial
information. He noted that these plans are targeted for enforcement.
EBSA review technologies allowed staff to scan audit reports, looking for key words and
using the outcomes of those scans to populate EBSA’s case work. The scans looked for
key words found to be most effective at identifying issues. The scans showed 4,700 were
essentially clean, while 81% of the filings made no reference to opening balances.
Included in the filings were 5,800 audit reports, and 5,400 of those reports that had
disclaimers, mostly as the result of limited scope, while another couple hundred had
disclaimers for other reasons. Otherwise, 200 audit reports included no qualifications
(“unqualified”), 40 were qualified, and 5 had adverse reports on financial statements. As
of this date, there were 850 annual reports that were missing accounting reports, and, 545
have since been resolved while 300 remain without the needed audit reports.
During the question and answer period, concerns were expressed concerning pre-2009
excludable contracts—where the employer had ceased to make contributions, where
contracts had been distributed to former employees, or where contracts were ignored
(because the plan was in the safe harbor exclusion)—only to create concerns when the
plan later became an ERISA plan. EBSA representatives responded that they would not
reject the Form 5500 if it was disclaimed due to these excludable contracts. They also
noted the absence of guidance as to when a distribution of a contract to a participant
would cause them to no longer be a plan participant. They also noted that more education
and outreach is needed in the area of 403(b) plans and compliance and promised such
education and outreach will be provided.
Elena Barone Chism, Associate Council, Pension Regulation for the Investment Company Institute
(ICI) and

Weiyen Jonas, Vice President and Associate General Counsel of FMR LLC (Fidelity)
The testimony provided an explanation of very specific situations creating problems, and
suggested possible relief. The testimony was very consistent with the issues raised by Ms.
Cook, who testified on the behalf of NTSSA and ASPPA. The witnesses’ main focus
was on how DOL could address ERISA compliance issues, and the problems that current
compliance situations created for 403(b) plans. The testimony described various
difficulties faced by employers with 403(b) arrangements intended to meet the
Department’s ERISA safe harbor exclusion. Some of the issues pointed out by these
witnesses included: problems with safe harbor compliance, transition issues, employers
inadvertently being trapped outside of the safe harbor, and not-for-profit organizations
having limited budgets and staff to adequately address plan compliance and
administration. They noted that if compliance is too difficult and/or expensive, plan
sponsors will terminate plans and/or funds would be diverted from the charitable mission
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of the organization. The compliance complexity and cost could also be a barrier to
employers offering new plans.
In their testimony, the witnesses proposed that the Council should recommend that DOL
issue additional guidance for ERISA 403(b) plans which is similar to the DOL’s
transition relief for purposes of Form 5500 reporting. Such guidance, they noted, should
recognize that certain 403(b) contracts and accounts logically are not part of the ERISA
plan. The testimony described two categories of 403(b) contracts and accounts that
deserve this status. First, individual annuity contracts and individual custodial accounts
held by former employees should not be considered plan assets. Second, contracts held
by vendors that were discontinued as plan vendors prior to 2009, or vendors who
established 403(b) contracts or accounts outside of the plan pursuant to IRS Revenue
Ruling 90-24, should not be considered ERISA plan assets, even if the individual who
owns that contract or account is currently receiving (or eligible to receive) contributions
under another vendor’s contract or account. The testimony also pointed out that while it
is clear that some plans meet the requirements for the Title I safe harbor exclusion and
others do not; many plans are in the middle in a gray area, where it is very difficult to
determine if the rules apply.
In addition, in the testimony received numerous issues were identified as arising for
403(b) plans that are subject to DOL’s new disclosure rules under ERISA sections
404(a) and 408(b)(2). The testimony pointed out the difficulty and time required to get
notices prepared and sent for the eighteen hundred 403(b) plans and the two million
participants of those plans. Overall, 20 million people will receive the new disclosures
pursuant to the recently effective disclosure rules. The witnesses requested that the
Council encourage DOL to provide relief under both the reporting and disclosure rules
with respect to discontinued vendor contracts, and for plans that may have fallen outside
of the Title I safe harbor exclusion solely due to actions that were taken in good faith
efforts to comply with the new 403(b) regulations. In discussion of their testimony, the
witnesses also noted that the participant disclosure rules under section 404(a) also require
clarification for 403(b) plans of what constitutes a “designated investment alternative”
(which triggers certain investment-related disclosures). They noted it is necessary for
DOL to provide some guidance on how to combine the investment-related disclosures
from multiple vendors.
During the Council’s discussion with the witnesses it was noted that there was an issue
with regards to whether a former participant, whose contract was distributed, is a
participant of the plan, and the circumstances that would result in such a person ceasing
to be a participant. The Council, in discussion with the witnesses, noted that it may be
difficult to determine when the employee’s rights that could be asserted against the
employer pursuant to the contract cease. Also, the witnesses noted that in the event the
original organization is merged and there is an old plan that can’t be terminated, the
situation may become more complicated.
Attached to the testimony was a helpful chart highlighting many of the categories of
403(b) contracts and relating them to when they were issued, when/if the investment
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provider was no longer eligible to receive new contributions under the plan, and how the
contract/account was established. This chart is included as Appendix A.
M. Kristi Cook, Attorney, testifying on behalf of the National Tax Sheltered Accounts Association
(NTSSA) and The American Society of Pension Professionals (ASPPA)
Kristi Cook is a practicing attorney with over 30 years of experience in employee benefit
matters. She provided testimony on behalf of The American Society of Pension
Professionals and Actuaries (ASPPA) and the National Tax Sheltered Accounts
Association (NTSAA). Ms. Cook’s goal was to provide the practical insights gleaned
from direct interactions with plan sponsors (“boots on the ground”) regarding what the
plan sponsors are experiencing with respect to the disconnect between the ERISA
regulations, and the absence of a centralized trust in 403(b) plans, in a manner that is
consistent with the requirements of both the Code and ERISA. She noted that in the
absence of a centralized trust, compliance with Form 5500 reporting and audit
requirements is extremely difficult because there is no comprehensive starting balance to
use as the beginning point of an annual audit.
Ms. Cook testified that most of the significant challenges faced by 403(b) plans include
the lack of historical data (which sponsor were historically not required to gather),
leading to unreliable source for portions of the required plan-level data. She noted that
employers cannot make up data that doesn’t exist, and that the downstream implication
this dilemma has for employers is a significant issue. She stated that these plan sponsors
can recreate data for past years to some extent, but they cannot make up information for
Form 5500 purposes that they do not have, such as for prior vendors that are no longer
communicating with the employer, including vendors that received 90-24 transfers out of
the plan under prior 403(b) rules. Ms. Cook testified that these same limitations for plan
sponsors and their vendors will also create significant challenges for 408(b)(2) disclosure
purposes. In this respect, Ms. Cook suggested that for all ERISA reporting and
disclosure purposes, DOL should select a fixed date, for example January 1, 2010, to
determine opening balances for 403(b) plans that use or previously used individual
contracts. Furthermore, she noted, that while it is appropriate to require the employer to
be responsible for maintaining sufficient plan-level data to satisfy applicable reporting
requirements on a prospective basis, such a requirement should not be made effectively
retroactive, as it has been.
In addition, Ms. Cook proposed that DOL should clarify the Title I safe harbor exclusion
rules to solve any discrepancy that remains because of the positions held in the previous
FABS. She stated that before the release of FAB 2010-01, it wasn’t clear that employers
were precluded from independently hiring a third party administrator to review and
authorize certain transactions, particularly when the authorization was based upon a
mathematical test such as for loan eligibility. Under FAB 2010-01, they found out that
doing so made a Title I safe harbor exclusion plan an ERISA plan. Thus, she stated,
these employers need relief for this type of good-faith error that was made under a
reasonable interpretation of the law.
Susan Diehl, President, PenServ Plan Services, Inc.
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The focus of Ms. Diehl’s testimony was on the special nature of 403(b) plans, the
challenges they face in compliance, and the impact on small not-for-profit organizations.
Ms. Diehl noted that while DOL reported that 81% of the filings for the first year of the
new requirements were acceptable and clean, this statistic may obscure some of the
remaining problems. She testified that there is a belief among some persons that many
plans still have not filed. Ms. Diehl stated that her company gets calls regularly from
people who have not filed, were not aware of the new rules, or do not have the
information. She estimates there may be twice as many plans that have not filed as did
file, but there was no basis provided for this estimate.
Small not-for-profit organizations, Ms. Diehl observed, often do not have professional
advisors or trade-association memberships to help keep them informed about regulations
and updates in the law. Ms. Diehl noted that here are multiple ways that plans which
were originally set up as Title I safe harbor exclusion plans have become ERISA plans
without the plan sponsor being aware, or understanding, the impact of such a change.
She noted that in contrast, governmental units sponsoring plans are better informed about
the requirements, and better able to comply.
She also noted that there continues to be problems with assembling records for pre-2009
contracts. She stated that there is a population of contracts, especially individual annuity
contracts held by individual employees and former employees, for which the employer
has absolutely no record, much less any involvement. She said that in such cases,
individuals were allowed to have their balances transferred to any insurer without
employer involvement. She further noted that, generally, it is common to have multiple
providers in 403(b) plans, and in what were previously believed to be Title I safe harbor
exclusion plans; employers submitted contributions and did nothing else. In addition, Ms.
Diehl noted that plans did not always retain contact with deselected providers.
Ms. Diehl observed that fees for many independent audits are extremely large. An
example of $160,000 was cited in the discussion, and she noted that some of the
frustration arose from investment providers that were not able (or willing) to provide the
information needed. Ms. Diehl noted that, overall the costs and challenges associated
with these new rules will lead to plan terminations, particularly among smaller employers.
A story of such a plan termination was provided.
Additionally, she noted that clarification is needed regarding beginning balances as of
January 1, 2009 as absolute for all purposes, and that relief is also needed for auditors so
that they may modify their standard procedures and accept data provided as of January 1,
2009. She stated that clarification also is needed with regard to the Title I safe harbor
exclusion, and the definition of what is a distributions. She stated that in cases where an
individual holds the contract and there is no further employer involvement, this should be
considered to be distributed.
Ms. Diehl recommended that a committee of accounting and auditing industry experts be
set up to review and modify the existing audit guidelines for 403(b) plans, taking into
consideration the differences with 401(k) plans, as well as the differences between group
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and individual contracts. She noted that checklists and model documents are needed,
particularly for smaller not-for-profit organizations. She also proposed that more Q’s and
A’s in this area be provided on the EBSA website.
David John, Senior Research Fellow, the Heritage Foundation, on behalf of Retirement Made Simpler
(RMS)

Mr. John started his testimony by giving some background on his recent work at the
Retirement Security Project (RSP), a coalition formed by AARP, the Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority (FINRA) and the RSP. He stated that RSP believes they can help
more Americans achieve a safe and secure retirement by inspiring and supporting
employers who want to help their employees save more for retirement by having
employers add the automatic features to their retirement plans.
Mr. John stated that he believes the best way to encourage employees to maintain steady
savings patterns is through automatic features (which would include both automatic
enrollment and automatic escalation). By doing so, he noted, a plan sponsor could use
participant inertia to the participant’s advantage. He further noted that when properly
designed, automatic plan design allows employees to save enough to lay the groundwork
for a comfortable retirement.
Mr. John cited several case studies that support the benefits of using automatic features.
Also, Mr. John stated that automatic features are more likely to have the most impact on
lower- wage employees, who tend to participate and save at a much lower rate than
higher- wage employees. He stated that studies have shown that automatic enrollment
can dramatically increase participation by four groups: 1) women, 2) minorities, 3)
younger workers, and 4) moderate- income employees – those most likely to under-save.
Mr. John offered four suggestions for ways to improve the use of automatic features by
403(b) plans as follows:
1. Offer more resources to plan sponsors to bridge the information gap for 403(b)
providers, particularly small and medium-sized organizations, about the basics
and best practices of automatic enrollment.
2. There is a need for a comprehensive study of any potential conflicts that could
result from certain State and local laws concerning the implementation of the
automatic features with 403(b) plans. The study could the serve as the basis for
future legislation on the subject.
3. Undertake efforts to facilitate greater education and information directed at nonERISA 403(b) plans.
4. Lastly, because organizations like to hear from their peers, consider convening a
round table of companies that have automated their 403(b) plan. Discussions
should involve real-life stories of the obstacles and success stories of 403(b)
automation. The proceedings should be disseminated to the plan sponsor, plan
administrator and plan advisor communities.
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Robert A. (Bob) Lavenberg, Partner-in-Charge, Employee Benefit Audit Practice, BDO USA, LLP
on behalf of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
In his testimony, Bob Lavenberg discussed the implementation issues arising during the
initial year that independent audits of the financial statements for 403(b) plans were
required. He noted the challenges faced by plans included establishing records,
identifying participant accounts to be included in plan assets, determining opening
balances, and obtaining other financial information to be included in the plan’s financial
statements. In addition, he noted that other basic issues included determining how many
plans were maintained by the plan sponsor and whether a plan was exempt from Title I of
ERISA under the regulatory safe harbor.
Mr. Lavenberg further testified that other areas presenting challenges included assessing
the plan’s internal controls over financial reporting, investment valuation and reporting
issues. He noted that the treatment of insurance contracts also needed to be considered,
as did the question of whether “fair value” for financial reporting was equivalent to
“contract value” for DOL reporting.
He testified that initial year audit procedures included testing the accuracy and
completeness of beginning balances, including searching for alternative auditable
evidence. If historical records did not exist or were not available, and the amounts for
these contracts and accounts were material, auditors needed to consider modifying their
reports. Auditors were also required to communicate deficiencies identified during the
audit that were considered significant or material weaknesses in the report.
Mr. Lavenberg noted that auditors sought to provide unqualified opinions and that
opinions of all types were issued, including a small percentage of disclaimed opinions.
He stated that receiving a disclaimed opinion could impact the plan sponsor’s ability to
obtain funding or receive grants, and that the issues with the audit report could alarm
participants as to the safety of their accounts.
He recommended to the Council that DOL should: (1) continue to have formal dialogue
with the 403(b) plan sponsor, vendor and audit communities on the audit and reporting
requirements; (2) evaluate other alternative regulatory reporting approaches for 403(b)
plans that may be unable to prepare full financial statements in accordance with
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, and (3) consider whether certain contracts
and accounts, including transfers permitted under Revenue Ruling 90-24 and pre-January
1, 2009 contracts and accounts, could be excluded from plan assets. Also, he suggested
to the Council that DOL should issue guidance on the appropriateness of using plan
assets as collateral for loans made to participants outside the plan.

Richard W. Skillman, Attorney, Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered
Mr. Skillman has worked with Section 403(b) plans since before the enactment of ERISA.
In response to questions from the Council, Mr. Skillman indicated that in his experience
403(b) plan compliance has been at least as favorable as for 401(k) plans, and that many
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of the prior problem areas, in past 403(b) audits, have been addressed in legislation,
including the elimination of the maximum exclusion allowance.
Following his general 403(b) observations, Mr. Skillman’s testimony focused primarily
on the circumstances under which an individual may cease to be a 403(b) plan
“participant” as ERISA defines that term.
Mr. Skillman noted that DOL Regulation Section 2510.3-3(d)(2)(ii)(A) provides that an
individual is not a “participant” if “the entire benefit rights of the individual” (1) are
“fully guaranteed” by a licensed insurance company and legally enforceable by the sole
choice of the individual against the insurance company, and (2) a contract, policy, or
certificate describing the benefits to which the individual is entitled under the plan has
been issued to the individual. He stated that based on this Regulation, it has long been
his understanding that a former employee, or other individual who is no longer entitled to
contributions under a Section 403(b) plan and who holds an annuity contract that
represents the entirety of his or her benefit rights under the plan and that is enforceable by
the individual directly against the issuing life insurance company, is not a “participant” in
the plan for ERISA purposes, and therefore, the annuity contract is not a plan asset.
Mr. Skillman believes the most constructive clarifying step that t DOL can take is to
provide clear guidance on the scope and applicability of Section 2510.3-3(d)(2)(ii)(A).
He noted that if DOL provides published guidance that is consistent with his
interpretation, it will establish a coherent framework for addressing other issues such as
preparation of Forms 5500, and the performance of plan audits.
Mr. Skillman further stated that specifically, for a Section 403(b) plan that has been
terminated in accordance with Treasury Regulations, it would follow that there would be
no further requirements to file annual reports on Form 5500 because the plan would no
longer have participants or plan assets, assuming annuity contracts were enforceable
directly against the issuers of the contracts without further control at the level of the plan
or plan sponsor. He testified that where there has been a permanent discontinuance of
contributions under a Section 403(b) plan, but the plan has not been terminated under the
Treasury Regulations because assets held in custodial accounts have not or cannot be
distributed, recognition of the applicability of Section 2510.3-3(d)(2)(ii)(A) to individuals
whose entire benefit rights are directly enforceable against the issuers of annuity
contracts would reduce the number of participants taken into account for Form 5500
purposes, and possibly eliminate the requirement of an audit. Also, he noted that for
ongoing Section 403(b) plans, confirmation that a former employee is not a participant if
his or her entire benefit rights are contained in an annuity contract that the former
employee enforces against the issuer of the contract will similarly reduce the number of
participants and the plan assets that must be taken into account for purposes of Form
5500 preparation, and the determination of whether a plan audit is required.
According to Mr. Skillman, unless and until the Department provides further guidance on
the meaning of this Regulation, it seems inevitable that there will continue to be
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uncertainty and inconsistent treatment under ERISA of annuity contracts distributed by
Section 403(b) plans.
James Szostek, Vice President, Taxes & Retirement Security Department, American Council of Life
Insurers (ACLI)

Mr. Szostek stated that a plan sponsor’s role in maintaining a 403(b) plan under ERISA
does not differ significantly from the role of a 401(k) plan sponsor. Also, Mr. Szostek
clarified that unlike 401(k) plans; 403(b) plans do not have “trusts,” but are funded
through annuity contracts and custodial accounts which can be issued to employers or
directly to employees. He went on to explain the differences in what would constitute
whether a plan was subject to Title I of ERISA or fit within the Title I safe harbor
exclusion . The determination, he noted, would depend in part on the level of
involvement an employer had with its 403(b) plan. He said that in the 403(b) arena
employers can provide a single provider or multiple providers to their participants.
Mr. Szostek noted that prior to the Treasury’s final 403(b) regulations it was common for
multiple provider arrangements to afford participants the opportunity to transfer their
benefits from the plan’s selected provider to one of their own choosing, via a Revenue
Ruling 90-24 transfer. He noted that under the final Treasury regulations, those prior
rules were replaced with a set of rules that makes the employer responsible for
determining whether, and to what extent, such transfers can take place.
In his testimony, Mr. Szostek discussed the FAB 2009-02 that was issued by DOL in July
of 2009 in response to the concerns of employers and investment providers who stated
that in many cases they would not be able to obtain the necessary information related to a
number of "old" 403(b) contracts and accounts.
Mr. Szostek discussed the focus of the FAB as allowing contracts to be excluded from an
audit if they met the following 4 conditions: (1) were issued prior to 1/1/09, (2) all
contributions ceased prior to 1/1/09, (3) all rights under the contract are “legally
enforceable" by the individual owner against the insurer or custodian, "without any
involvement of the employer," and (4) the amounts in the contract were fully vested and
non-forfeitable.
Mr. Szostek stated that the relief provided by FAB 2009-02 should have been extended to
other fiduciary obligations under ERISA. In particular, he said the DOL should clarify
that these contracts are not plan assets for any reason under ERISA and that fiduciaries
should have no obligations under the plan for these contracts given the fiduciary’s
complete lack of control over, and in many cases lack of knowledge of, these contracts.
Also, Mr. Szostek addressed the issue of terminated employees who hold individual
contracts or certificates. He stated that he believes in these cases a fiduciary should have
no further obligations for these contracts. Again, Mr. Szostek proposed that DOL should
issue guidance to make it clear that such contracts are not assets of the plan.
Plan sponsors offering multiple 403(b) providers often cannot locate contracts previously
transferred to another provider pursuant to Rev. Rul. 90-24. In addition, he stated that
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plan sponsors have had a challenge, working with their auditors, in determining what is a
reasonable examination period for years prior to 2009, and how to account for terminated
employees. As noted by other witnesses, Mr. Szostek agreed that each of these issues
posed significant challenges for plan-level reporting and meeting compliance
requirements, including Form 5500 reporting, plan audits, 408(b)(2) and participant fee
disclosure compliance.
He further stated that in addition to the relief provided in the FAB 2009-02, DOL should
make it clear that a Form 5500 will not be rejected on the basis of a “qualified,”
“adverse,”, or disclaimed auditor’s opinion if the accountant expressly states that such an
opinion is due to the fact that the opening balance for the first plan year subject to the
ERISA reporting rules was based solely on certified statements from the insurer(s) and or
custodian(s) for the previous plan or contract year.
Mr. Szostek said the sharing of information between an employer and a provider should
not be viewed as an ERISA plan maintenance activity.
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